
 

Whose Hand is in the Cookie Jar and Just Whose Cookie is it? 

The Digital Age and the Conflict Between Privacy and Transparency 

 

Privacy is the control of access to information. It is the ability of an individual or a group 

to seclude information about itself or its members. For example, an individual might 

conceal her cell phone number; a basketball team might conceal a particular play it wants 

to use during a game. Different societies have different expectations of privacy, and 

different generations appear to have different expectations, also. Democratic societies 

have a higher expectation of privacy. One prime example of a privacy expectation is at 

the ballot box, where citizens anticipate it being impossible to determine how an 

individual’s vote was cast. A true democracy depends on this privacy to enable fair 

elections and avoid the possibility of voter coercion. On an extreme scale, substantial 

effort is given to maintain the privacy of a nation’s military strategies and capabilities. 

 

Privacy is a gamut. One can imagine a hermit subsistence farmer living in a remote area 

without electricity, phones, internet, radio, or television. This farmer works his field in 

the jungle and has no contact with any other person. Every action, every thought, every 

detail of his life is private, perhaps even obscured from the view of satellites. At the 

opposite end of the spectrum is complete transparency. Transparency is the unselective 

exposure of information, i.e., the release of information to the public. In a completely 

transparent world, every action and decision is explicitly open to public scrutiny.  Just as 
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it is possible to imagine the hermit farmer, it is also possible to imagine a transparent 

society. George Orwell presented one view of this in the book 1984. In the society 

depicted there, the government in the form of Big Brother could use the ubiquitous 

cameras and microphones to observe every action a person made. The government had 

complete control of the citizens’ privacy. Citizens who rebelled against the system were 

exposed so that society was informed. In more recent times, people have begun to 

chronicle and publish explicit details of their daily lives on blogs and web pages using 

text, images, and live streaming video.  

 

Consider the factual story about researchers at Keio University who announced that they 

have created a computer interface that reads electroencephalogram (EEG) waves and 

allows a person to move through a virtual environment. In this system, electrodes are 

placed on the scalp to detect brain activity. The EEG sensors are “read only”, that is, they 

can only detect activity. Visual feedback is given to the user by display on a monitor. 

Now consider a relatively small advance on that technology: implantable electrodes. (Ray 

Kurzweil and others envision such a convergence of humans and technology in the next 

few decades.) If such a system were available and in use, it might be possible to not only 

track every motion and activity, but every thought and every visceral, unfiltered response.   

 

It is clear that some information is by its nature private and some by its nature open and 

transparent. When we go out in public, a great deal of information is revealed, such as the 

type of clothing that we wear, our place of residence, even the type of food we purchase 

at the public market. Some information is made transparent voluntarily. For example, the 
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source code for the Linux operating system or disclosure of personal information on the 

internet via facebook, myspace, or hi5.  The sharing of information for specific purposes 

clouds the distinction. For example, suppose that Maria wants to purchase a book through 

an on-line web site such as Amazon by using my credit card. She doesn’t want the credit 

card number to be transparent for obvious reasons. She shares this information with 

Amazon only in order to complete the transaction. She (and most of us) considers the 

information private. This type of information is called non-public information (NPI). 

Personal financial information is a large class of NPI, and there are numerous issues 

related to it. The advent of the digital age has facilitated the collection and distribution of 

NPI, some of which is being made available outside our control.  

 

1. Why Does Privacy Matter? 

Individuals, groups, and institutions all have some expectations of privacy, yet in many 

cases, we willingly sacrifice privacy for a greater good. Few people would argue against 

collecting data if collecting and analyzing the data had made it possible to prevent the 

bombing in Oklahoma City, London, Madrid, or the World Trade Center.  

 

In discussing the differences between generations and their views of privacy, Shaun 

Drummond states “… people still care [about privacy], but perhaps primarily when it 

inconveniences them, including if it impedes their affairs unnecessarily.” At one extreme 

is that by default, everything should be transparent, and only under special circumstances 

should anything be private. After all, if an individual isn’t doing anything wrong, why not 

expose the information? What difference does it make?  
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On the other hand, if an individual is not doing anything wrong, why expose the 

Information? What difference does it make? The elimination of the expectation of 

privacy is one of the hallmarks of totalitarian regimes. In many military and business 

settings, privacy is essential: the essence of martial arts is deception. It would be nearly 

impossible for entrepreneurship and innovation to be economically successful without 

privacy for at least part of the development process. In fact, scientific advance is 

facilitated by the ability of researchers to make mistakes without public scrutiny. As 

mentioned before, the private ballot box is essential. And there are many private issues 

that are simply “no one’s business”.  

 

There are numerous situations where we have historically held privacy to be important. 

Conversations between patient and physician have been held to be private. So too are 

conversations between clients and attorneys. There is an expectation of privacy in 

business and scientific settings where time sensitive data is being discussed, for example 

during the peer review process. Philosopher Adam Moore claims that privacy is an 

essential part of human flourishing or well being as well as education, health, and 

maintaining social relationships. Moore argues, “that privacy is objectively valuable — 

human beings that do not obtain a certain level of control over access will suffer in 

various ways.”  

 

Suppose my boss holds a highly conservative religious philosophy, and there are two 

people in my office vying for a promotion. Since I am agnostic, and one of the other 

candidates is highly conservative, I would prefer to keep my religious views private. 
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In a more concrete setting, Amy Boyer was murdered in 1999 by a man who had obtained 

a wide variety of information about her from the internet, information including where 

she lived, what kind of car she drove, and where she worked (Tavani). The advent of on-

line technologies and data make privacy a more difficult issue to analyze. The free and 

anonymous access to information about address and identity facilitated the stalking. 

There has been a balance between free availability and privacy for decades with the 

phone companies. On one hand, people wanted their phone numbers to be listed so that 

people legitimately wanting to contact them could do so easily. The abuses of such free 

information led to the availability of the option to delist numbers in order to prevent 

telemarketer calls. (Drummond asserts that the popularity of telemarketers rates with 

parking inspectors as the lowest.)  

 

An example where the need for transparency and privacy are at odds can be found in an 

on-line voting system. In an attempt to make voting easier, thus improve the 

representation of citizens, making the voting process on-line might be good. The system 

must allow an individual access, but restrict an individual’s ability to vote to at most a 

single instance in a given election. The voter must access the system and be 

authenticated. The system must be robust in the event of hardware or software failures 

after authentication but before the vote is cast. The process of validation provides 

inherent association between votes cast and a voter. Transparency of this information 

would allow a thorough assessment of the correctness of the voting system. However, the 

basic requirement that votes be anonymous is to provide integrity to the voting system 
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itself, that no individual in a position of power can reliably control the votes of others 

through coercion or intimidation.  

 

In 1988, the U.S. congress passed the Videotape Privacy Protection Act. This act states 

that any video tape service provider, such as Blockbuster or Netflix, that disclose rental 

information outside of the customer’s transaction purposes can be held liable. This act 

was passed after the failed confirmation hearings for Robert Bork for the U.S. Supreme 

Court. Bork had rented videos from the Blockbuster video rental chain, and the rental 

history was made public during the hearings. The rental history caused controversy, 

which was cited as one of the reasons for the withdrawal of his nomination. The issues at 

stake here go beyond whether it is possible to determine the fitness for a particular 

position by examining one’s choice in entertainment. It extends to whether Blockbuster 

should have made these records public, whether Blockbuster should have even 

maintained these records at all, and in general terms, whether there it is useful or 

necessary or good for society to have this information available for each of its members. 

 

2. Information and Property 

If we consider NPI as an ownable entity, then privacy is reduced to a property matter: the 

question comes down to who owns information. Personal information is the property of 

the person. My credit card number is my property, or is at least property jointly owned by 

the issuing bank and me. Information about my political leanings or sexual orientation is 

mine. I may choose to give that information away, or I might choose to keep it private. 

Clearly, I must give some information away in order to facilitate some transactions. For 
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example, I make open to the public what kind of jacket I own when I wear it to go to the 

public square or the market. Which train I ride or which theatre I attend is information 

made transparent by my acts of riding and attending.  

 

If I purchase a book from Amazon, I give Amazon information to facilitate that purchase. 

I have given Amazon information for a specific purpose, but the information still belongs 

to me. It is similar to the case where I take my suit to a tailor for alterations. I give my 

suit to the tailor, alterations are made, and the suit is returned. Once the transactions are 

complete, the tailor has no expectation that he owns my suit. Similarly, I provide Amazon 

access to my credit information for the duration of the transaction, and once complete, I 

still own and control that information. Here the analogy breaks down. The suit is a single 

entity, and only one person can possess it at one time. The information, however, is easily 

duplicated. Its value does not depend on how many copies are made, but by who has 

access to that information and how it is used. Along these lines, it is legitimate for 

Amazon to offer to keep that information to facilitate later transactions. In this situation, 

we again make an agreement that Amazon can store information about me, and in 

exchange, I am relieved of the need to type in the card number the next time I make a 

purchase. It would be unethical for Amazon to distribute or sell my credit information, 

since this information was only provided to execute the transaction and belongs to me. It 

is less clear who owns the information about which books I have purchased.  

 

Locke argued that property can be accumulated by one’s labor. Consider the Bork video 

rental case. In the case of the video rental, the rental store owns information about its 
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rental inventory. If the store collects information about who rents what movies, it is 

simply collecting publicly available information. I could follow Mr. Bork in the store and 

freely observe which movies he rents. Since the store had to engage in effort to collect the 

data, it owns, at least in part, the information. It is also true that Mr. Bork had to engage 

in effort of his own to select the movie and take it to the checkout. However, in this 

setting, he did this in public, and had no expectation of privacy. Suppose that the local 

clothing store decided to send someone to my house every morning to see what kind of 

clothes I wear in an effort to make a better sales pitch to sell me clothes. Since they 

engage in the effort of collecting the publicly available information, it becomes theirs.  

This is the same information ownership that might be gained by having a private 

investigator follow someone around to collect information about who the person sees and 

where he goes. The information becomes the property of the person who invested the 

effort, and that person is free to sell the information to the person who cares enough to 

buy it. 

 

Let’s reconsider Amazon. They keep a customer history about all the books I have 

purchased. In one sense, this customer history mirrors a good “brick and mortar” 

bookstore in my hometown. There, the shopkeeper watches what books I look at, which 

ones I buy, and talks to me about which ones I like. When I walk into the store, the shop 

keeper is able to make recommendations about which books I might enjoy. Amazon does 

essentially the same thing, only electronically. Since the book store keeper and Amazon 

both make the effort to collect the information, it seems like they have some vested 

interest in its ownership. It is appropriate for them to use that information to facilitate 
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transactions with me. It is not clear that they are entitled to sell, trade, or give away this 

information to a third party. 

 

In the case of the private investigator, the investigator is limited in the number of people 

he can observe. Thus, it is unlikely that he will bother to make observations unless there 

is a customer for the information. The scope of the observations is limited. In the case of 

my local bookstore owner, I have some control over the information. If I do not want this 

person to know what book I have purchased, I do not buy it from that store. If I am afraid 

that the information might be shared, I can choose to limit what I say to the shop owner. 

There is direct communication, and I can glean what sorts of things he might say about 

me by what he says about other customers. I have some control. With Amazon, however, 

there is less certainty. First, Amazon can keep all of the information about all of its 

customers. Second, since the records are electronic, the transfer of the information can be 

made easily. Third, since there is no human to talk to, I can only depend on Amazon’s 

privacy policy to guide me in my understanding of how the information is used and 

controlled. (Even that policy is of little use in the event that Amazon is purchased by 

some other company.) 

 

Similarly, the electronic nature of information extraction changes the character of privacy 

with respect to the private investigator. Many mobile phones now have a Global 

Positioning System (GPS) feature that can be enabled for a nominal fee and can be used 

to locate a phone during an emergency. These features enable sharing of location 

information with authorized users (either selected by the customer or emergency 
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responders). At the same time, the information can be collected continuously. Who owns 

this information? Further, an accurate GPS system can locate a device to within a meter, 

making it possible to locate which room someone is in within his or her own home. This 

information was not available to the private investigator observing from the street. Soon 

it will be possible with relatively little effort to collect this information about everyone 

carrying a mobile phone. Who has rights to this information? 

 

In some cases, information can be split into public and non-public parts. For example, 

when voting, the information that a particular voter cast a particular vote is private, but 

the fact that a vote was cast for a particular candidate must be public. The vote itself 

belongs to the public, as is information about the vote such as where and on what day the 

vote was cast. When made anonymous, an individual’s vote becomes public property. 

Similarly, medical records and conversations between doctors and patients are private. 

The results of an examination belong to the patient. If that information were made public, 

it could be used against the patient or limit opportunities, e.g., discrimination or denial of 

employment or insurance. However, if the personal identification is stripped from the 

information, then the public may have a stake in the data so that disease outbreaks can be 

tracked and ethnographic studies can be conducted in the interest of public health.  

 

Stripping away of personal information could be appropriate for a company like Amazon 

or Google. For Amazon, acquiring information about purchasing habits of people in 

general is a useful sales tool. They frequently make suggestions to shoppers based on 

trends in shopping. For example, people who buy product X have a higher probability of 
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buying product Y than the general population. Thus, Amazon suggests product Y to 

someone looking at product X. Stripped of individual identification, Amazon owns the 

information. Stripping the individual identification removes the interest and the shared 

nature of the data from the individual customer. Amazon would not be at liberty to 

inform the producer of product Y that I, for example, had purchased product X. They are 

able to suggest product Y to me, since we both share in the ownership of my viewing or 

purchasing product X. 

 

3. Data Mining 

Data mining is the process of extracting previously unknown information implicit in a set 

of data. Frequently, the combination of data sets allows the extraction of information that 

is not implicit in any single data set. For example, the combination of purchase order 

records from a warehouse (containing the purchase price and the time of purchase) and 

financial accounting records (containing the time of transaction, the account, and the 

transaction amount) might allow a data-mining tool to identify the purchaser of a 

particular product, even though the information is not implicit in either database.  The 

advent of enormous computing power coupled with sophisticated software and 

comprehensive data sets has the potential to make explicit information that heretofore 

was only available to individuals, and thus considered private. The ownership of this 

information is not clear. Obviously, the creators and owners of the data sets and the 

systems that perform data mining have a stake. Do they have sole ownership of the 

information? 
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In the United States, the issue arises in cases where the government is attempting to 

identify and track terrorists using data mining techniques. Frequently the issue raised is 

related to the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution that guards against unreasonable 

search and seizure. This amendment requires law enforcement agencies to obtain a court 

order to search a home or eavesdrop on telephone conversations. The Fourth Amendment 

is essentially a property rights law. Similarly, laws protect citizens from other citizens 

entering a home uninvited or eavesdropping on conversations, even conversations 

conducted via cell phones whose radio waves are broadcast. The United States 

government would like to use data mining technologies to scan all electronic records and 

identify suspicious activities that would not otherwise be apparent.  

 

Some people claim, as was stated earlier in this paper, that if an individual isn’t doing 

anything wrong, it should be ethical for the government to observe his behavior by 

tracking his electronic footprint. However, just because someone isn’t violating or 

contemplating violating the law, doesn’t imply that information constructed from his 

electronic footprint should be made transparent. Anonymity plays a key role here. If the 

information is only made transparent after a terrorist is apprehended (or possibly, never 

made transparent except at trial), then perhaps there is no violation. As a thought 

experiment, suppose we have a perfect information system: the system has perfect 

information (complete and accurate) and perfect reasoning (never draws a wrong 

conclusion). The intent behind the system is to leave all information private (that is, the 

access to the mined information is controlled so that no human has access to it) until the 

system decides that further investigation is needed. The system would be able to 
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determine the difference between a farmer purchasing fuel and fertilizer from someone 

purchasing components for a bomb. The system would determine that the pedophile 

living across from the elementary school and downloading child pornography from the 

internet might be cause for concern.  In this perfect world, the anonymity provided by the 

system makes the intrusion into private data palatable. Only the guilty need worry. If the 

system does not infer that an individual is engaged in illegal activity, it does not disclose 

any information. The immediate questions are: who decides when the information is 

made available to humans, who are responsible for collecting and maintaining the data, 

and how is abuse of the system prevented?  

 

In the real world, the conditions of the hypothetical system can never be met. The data 

can never be perfect, and they can never be complete. Ensuring the adequacy of the 

reasoning system would be difficult or impossible. History indicates that the information 

cannot be absolutely protected. For example, in the United States, credit scores provided 

by credit reporting agencies have direct impact on who can acquire loans, what kind of 

interest rate is associated with a loan, purchase prices, and even employment offers. It is 

estimated that some 80% of the people listed in the three largest credit reporting agencies 

have errors in the data collected about them. In spite of this, the data held by the reporting 

agencies is considered to be their most valuable asset.  

 

The information collected by a data mining system depends on the quality of the input 

data as well as the quality of the reasoning mechanisms. The questions then become: who 

is responsible for the quality of the data, who gets informed of potential threats, what 
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does this person or group do with this information, and who decides what person or group 

makes the decisions? Given this environment, individuals have a vested interest in data 

about themselves. They are at least partially owners of the information. Decisions having 

a direct impact on a person may be made based on information about that person, who 

should have the ability to assess its content and at least be aware that the information is 

being made available.  In the credit reporting agency example, a person should be able to 

view the data reported about himself and also be able to challenge (and correct) incorrect 

information upon which financial decisions are based.  (Current law in the United States 

provides for this, but the process of correcting data is so arduous that few avail 

themselves of the opportunity.) 

 

4. Conclusions 

We realized that there are privacy concerns at the time information is shared. While some 

information is entirely private, there are occasions where we need to share information 

with others in order to accomplish tasks. When somebody shares data in order to achieve 

something, we ask who owns the information? Information is fundamentally different 

from tangible artifacts in that once information is exposed, it is impossible to render it 

private again. If the information is in the form of electronic data, it can be replicated 

without altering the original. It can be stored, sold, and distributed, all without the 

knowledge or consent of the original owner. It can be combined with other data to derive 

information that may have been private, or may have been unknown or unrecognized. 

Agencies, including financial institutions, are making decisions without regard for the 

provenance and quality of the data.   
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We recognize that the issues related to privacy extend far beyond the examples presented 

here. It may be beneficial at some point to sacrifice some elements of privacy for the 

greater good of the community. In this paper, we have restricted our views to the class of 

situations where information is shared in order to achieve an end.  
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